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NEW CONSTRUCTION.FAMILIAR LUXURY.

Our new Lyric Collection of hand-loomed rugs offers so much more than you 
might expect. Luxurious fibers. Friendly price points. Impressive lead times. Oh, 

and did we mention many feature surprisingly complex hand-carving techniques? 
All easily customizable, of course. 

https://shiirrugs.com/pleinair/
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ANYA 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Wool, Silk, Linen

Like the finest of subterfuges, 
Anya’s high-low take on striped 
design creates a hesitation.  
A most delicious uncertainty.  
And finally, a welcome realization: 
that stripes, as conceived  
by SHIIR, can manifest in 
unexpected complexity.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
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Anya, OlympusAnya, Dorsey

ANYA, COLORWAYS

Anya, Meditation Anya, Rhubarb

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
http://shiirrugs.com


Anya Dorsey Anya Meditation

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya


Anya Olympus Anya Rhubarb

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/anya
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BECK 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Wool

Incorporating a bounty of 
graduated shading, Beck summons 
notions of ombre. And yet, 
plumbs more deeply, more richly, 
and more striated than even the 
intensifying hues we witnessed as 
beach stretched toward horizon 
on a waterside vacation. It was 
those lights and darks that got us 
thinking: how could we amplify 
the color play in rug form? The 
answer: Beck.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
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Beck, MuslinBeck, Aquitaine

BECK, COLORWAYS

Beck, Dawn Beck, Tansy

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
http://shiirrugs.com


Beck Tansy

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck


Beck Aquataine

Beck MuslinBeck Dawn

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/beck
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KEELAN 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Silk

Our founder’s love of antique 
carpets inspired Keelan’s Tibetan 
rug-like, spun silk, low pile 
simplicity. Velvety in the extreme, 
its touch recalls aged textiles, 
bygone fineries, and a luxurious 
moment in time – but in the most 
modern and graphic of ways. 
Marked by slender hand-carving 
to subtly define color-blocked 
transitions in hue – without repeat 
or restriction, for the utmost  
in flexibility.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
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Keelan, SterlingKeelan, Burnt Umber

KEELAN, COLORWAYS

Keelan, Lagoon Keelan, Slip

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
http://shiirrugs.com


Keelan Sterling Keelan Sterling

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan


Keelan Burnt Umber Keelan Burnt Umber

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/keelan
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KHOLO 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Wool, Cashmere

An elegant foundation of sublime 
simplicity, Kholo is composed of 
wool and cashmere - revered by 
monarchies, across exotic borders, 
and among the discerning for 
thousands of years. This, due  
to its extraordinary softness.  
This, due to its plush refinement. 
This, is art underfoot.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
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Kholo, DunnKholo, Chambray

KHOLO, COLORWAYS

Kholo, Crew Kholo, Froth

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
http://shiirrugs.com


Kholo Chambray

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo


Kholo Dunn

Kholo Froth Kholo Crew

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/kholo
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QUINN 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Wool

Antique rugs are so often our 
muse. Of the many reasons we 
adore them, abrash is one. The 
variations abrash produces in 
terms of color and cast harken to 
the most ancient of hand-crafted 
rug making traditions – namely, 
hand-spinning of yarn. From 
magically manipulative repetitive 
circular movements emerge 
superlative variations in hue, 
showcased to stunning effect in 
solid rugs such as Quinn.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
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Quinn, TawnyQuinn, Hayden

QUINN, COLORWAYS

Quinn, KellyQuinn, Eggplant

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
http://shiirrugs.com


Quinn Eggplant

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn


Quinn Kelly

Quinn Hayden

Quinn Tawny

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/quinn
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REMY 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Wool

As it rises and dips – 
unapologetically, dramatically 
irregular in the most appealing of 
ways – Remy’s innovative take on 
traditional flame stitch patterning 
announces bold attitude. 
Artistic nuance. And above all, 
a commitment to reinventing 
hallmarks of the past.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
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Remy, LarimarRemy, Collier

REMY, COLORWAYS

Remy, Featherstone Remy, Peony

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
http://shiirrugs.com


Remy Larimar

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy


Remy Larimar

Remy Peony

Remy Featherstone Remy Collier

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/remy
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SKALLA 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Silk, Cashmere

Simple striping, reminiscent of the 
fields we spied as we sped along 
country lanes. Row upon row of 
silken textures, swaying slightly, 
perfectly imperfect, made sublime 
in textile form, with scale-like ribs 
that are anything but ordinary. 
Somewhat familiar, yet somehow 
fresh. Versatile, flexible, at ease 
anywhere and everywhere.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
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Skalla, WrenSkalla, Florentina

SKALLA, COLORWAYS

Skalla, Malabar Skalla, Murray

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
http://shiirrugs.com


Skalla Malabar

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla


Skalla Murray

Skalla Florentina

Skalla Wren

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/skalla
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TATAMI 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Wool, Silk

A voyage to Japan. Twelve 
glorious days marked by sensory 
exploration and gratitude. A trip 
we will never forget, that inspires 
us still to seek solace and order in 
our everyday activities. To create 
with a deliberate sensibility. To 
gaze upon ordinary household 
furnishings – such as the tatami 
mats ubiquitous in Japan – 
with newfound wonder and 
appreciation. And to pay homage 
in our designs to the travels that 
inspire them to spring forth.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
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Tatami, TourmalineTatami, Confection

TATAMI, COLORWAYS

Tatami, Gossamer Tatami, Volley

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
http://shiirrugs.com


Tatami Confection Tatami Confection

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami


Tatami Tourmaline Tatami Tourmaline

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/tatami
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TRACE 
LYRIC COLLECTION 
Wool, Silk

A stripe is a stripe is a stripe – or, 
so much more, when graduated 
throughout a striated field of 
wool, and celebrated in silk atop. 
Suddenly, what we thought we 
knew becomes a marvel – of visual 
interest and immense versatility.

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace
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Trace, LoweryTrace, Crane

TRACE, COLORWAYS

Trace, Foxglove Trace, Peyto

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace
http://shiirrugs.com


Trace Foxglove

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace


Trace Crane

Trace Lowery

Trace Peyto

https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace
https://shiirrugs.com/product/lyric/trace


Please contact your SHIIR sales representative for additional information – 
or to schedule a video call to learn more!

SHIIRRUGS.com
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https://shiirrugs.com/pleinair/

